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Abstract: This paper deals with the classification of objects into the limited number of classes. Objects are char-
acterised by n-features, e.g. n-dimensional vectors describe them. The paper focuses on the Bayes classifier 
based on the probability principle, with the fixed number of the features during classification process. Bayes 
classifier, which uses criterion of the minimum error, was applied on the set of the multispectral data. They rep-
resent real images of the Earth surface obtained from remote Earth sensing. The paper describes experience and 
results obtained during the classification of extensive set of these multispectral data and analysis of influence of 
dispersions and mean values of features on classification results. 
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1   Introduction 

Classification process may be applied in different 
areas of research and practice, e.g. farms, military, 
medicine, remote Earth sensing, etc.  

The classical classification techniques use statis-
tical approach, which typically assumes the normal 
multidimensional distribution of probability in the 
experimental data set. Data classification may be 
supervised and unsupervised [1] [2]. 

The supervised classification method requires 
the presence of training data set typically defined by 
the expert - the teacher. Each class of objects is 
characterised by the basic statistical parameters 

values vector, covariance matrix), which are com-
puted from the training set. These parameters guide 
the discrimination process. The Bayesian classifiers 
are typical representatives (Bayes classifier, Fisher, 
Wald sequential) [4]. 

(mean values vector, covariance matrix), which are 

The unsupervised classification is also known as 
classification without the teacher. This classification 
uses in most cases the methods of cluster analysis. 
The device, that performs the function of classifica-
tion, is called classifier.  

The classifier is system containing several in-
puts that are transported with signals carrying infor-
mation about the objects. The system generates in-
formation about the competence of objects into par-
ticular class on the output.  
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Particular inputs represent features that 
describe the object. According to the number of 
features it is possible to divide classifiers into 
the following classes: 
1. The classifiers with variable number of fea-

tures, so-called sequential classifiers. This one 
starts process of classification with valuation of 
the one feature and if the process is decidable, 
classification is ended. In inverse case the next 
feature is added and the process repeats while 
the process of classification is undecided. 

2. The classifiers with fixed number of features.  
These are characteristic with the exact number of 
features. This number is fixed during the whole 
classification process. 

According to the other aspects it is possible to 
divide classification systems into simple and com-
plex, parametric and nonparametric, etc. This paper 
mentions problems (as similarity and large disper-
sion of particular classes), which are possible to arise 
at the classification by Bayes classifier. In the fol-
lowing we will look at Bayes classifier. 

2 Bayes Classifier  

As mentioned Bayes classifier is the classifier with 
fixed number of the features. The classified patterns 
x  are described by n-features and 
by pattern space which contains  R  disjunctive sub-
sets Qr,  Bayes classifier uses criterion 
of the minimum error 
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where ( )( sBd ωλ |x  is the loss function and ( )xBd  
is optimal Bayes decision rule which minimises av-
erage loss (1).  

The valuation of criterion in this form is dif-
ficult therefore it is transformed to more easily form 
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The equation (2) represents the loss that will be after 
the classification of pattern x  into the class rω ,  if 
the pattern does not belong to this class. The optimal 
decision rule is ( )( ) ( rB LdL )ωxx x = min . It is possi-
ble to realize on the principle discriminate functions 

[7]. The form of discriminate function depends on 
the choice of the loss functions. 

If the symmetric loss function is selected within 
the form 

( ) 0| =sr ωωλ     if  sr =                   
( ) 1| =sr ωωλ         if  sr ≠                (3) 

And discriminate function is ( ) ( ) ( )ssr Ppg ωω|xx = . 
This loss function states that only one unit is lost for 
misrecognition and nothing for correct classification. 

If the diagonal loss function is selected within 
the form 

   ( ) isr h−=ωωλ |        if      sr =   

( ) 0| =sr ωωλ            if           sr ≠ ,              (4) 

 

where , then  discriminate function is 0>ih
( ) ( ) ( )ssr Pg s ph ωω|x x−= . 

 In this case, the loss function states negative 
loss for the correct decision and no loss for an incor-
rect decision. The choice of constants hi  is intuitive. 

If the patterns x  from miscellaneous classes are 
like statistical set, they can be approximated by nor-
mal distribution.  

The conditional probability density function has 
the form 

( ) ( ) ( 
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where |W|  is determinant of covariance matrix. Co-
variance matrix W is  
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where  K  is number of patterns in the class and  µ  is 
the mean vector  

ixµ ∑
=

=
K

iK 1

1 .                             (7) 

If   is true then pattern  )) xx (( rs gg > x   is 
nearest to the class sω . If there are noises in the in-
put set then classical Bayes classifier assigns this 
pattern (noise) to the nearest cluster. Augmented 
Bayes classifier allows solving this problem. This 
augmented classifier tests Mahalanobis distance  DM  

by chi-quadrate distribution   with number of 
features  n  and with significance level  

)(2 nαχ
α . 
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 Mahalanobis distance becomes for class  
rω ,where r=1, 2, …, R  

( ) ( rr µxµx −−= −12 WD T
Mr ) .           (8) 

On the base of test the result of classification is 
as follows. 

If    then  ( )nDMr
22
αχ≤ x   belongs  to class rω . 

If    then  ( )nDMr
22
αχ> x   belongs to class  

,where  T   is "other" class. 0T 0

3   Classification of image  

The testing of augmented Bayes classifier was ap-
plied on training set of image data obtained from 
remote Earth sensing.  

Data source contained 800 patterns. The pat-
terns had multispectral character and seven dimen-
sional vectors represented them. The patterns were 
divided into 8 classes: 
1. stubble 2. grass 3. asphalt     4.concrete   
5.  roof  6.  water    7.  shadow    8.  tree. 
 
 Contingent tables Table 1 and  Table 2 show the 
evaluation of obtained classification results. 
Symmetric loss function was used for realization of 
the tests. The tests were made with the significance 
level  =α 0,05  and  =α 0,01. obtained in 4th  and 5th  
Contingent Table 1 contains the results of the classi-
fication with significance level =α 0,05. Less satis-
factory results were classes. Similarity of mean val-

ues and large dispersions of the patterns involve this, 
(see Figure 1 and Figure 2). The best results were 
obtained in 2nd   and  6th  classes with 97% successful 
classification. 
 The results of classification were similar when 
significance level =α 0,01, (see contingent Table 2). 
Correct classification increased by the choice of sig-
nificance level  =α 0,01 about  2%  in  5th  class,  
about  3%  in  3rd  and  4th  classes.  
 The best results were obtained in 6th  class 
with 100% successful classification. In this class a 
little dispersion of the patterns was observed.  
 
Explanation of symbols (Table 1 and Table 2) 
 
9         the class “other“ 

N1       the number of patterns of the original classes 

N1%    the number of correctly classified patterns in   
percentage 

E1%    error of the first kind in percentage; it means 
error which arises after the assignment of pat-
terns from certain original class to another 
classes after classification 

N2       the number of patterns classified into certain 
class after classification 

E2%    error of the second kind in percentage; it 
means error which arises after the assignment 
of patterns from all original classes into one 
certain class after classification. 

 

           

Original 
classes 

Classes after the classification  
N1 

 
N1% 

 
E1%

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9    
1 95 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 95 5 
2 0 97 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 99 97 3 
3 0 0 95 0 2 0 0 0 3 97 97 3 
4 0 0 5 85 6 0 0 0 4 96 88 12 
5 0 1 0 13 80 0 3 0 3 97 82 18 
6 0 0 0 0 0 97 0 0 3 97 100 0 
7 0 0 0 0 3 0 90 5 2 98 91 9 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 92 0 100 92 8 

N2 95 103 102 98 91 97 101 97 16 784   
E2% 0 6 7 14 13 0 11 6     

       

                               Table 1 Contingent table - results of Bayes classification with =α 0,05 
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Original 
classes 

Classes after the classification  
N1 

 
N1% 

 
E1%

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9    
1 95 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 95 5 
2 0 98 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 98 2 
3 0 0 98 0 2 0 0 0 0 100 98 2 
4 0 0 5 88 6 0 0 0 1 99 88 12 
5 0 1 0 13 82 0 3 0 1 99 82 18 
6 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 100 0 
7 0 0 0 0 3 0 91 6 0 100 91 9 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 92 0 100 92 8 

N2 95 104 105 101 93 100 102 98 2 798   
E2% 0 6 7 13 12 0 11 7     

                    

                                      Table 2 Contingent table- results of Bayes classification with =α 0,01. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Dispersions of features in the classes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Mean values of features in the classes. 

 

4    Conclusion 
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Bayes classifier absolutely successfully recognized 
the patterns from the class in which dispersion of 
the patterns was small (6th class).  

The data from all classes were classified overall 
successfully except the 4th  and  5th classes. These 
classes were classified less successfully because 
they had large dispersions and very similar mean 
values of features.  

The advantage of Bayes classifier its classifica-
tion rate because it always calculates R discrimi-
nate equations only in the decision process (R is the 
number of classes).  

For successful usage of Bayes classifier, a priori 
information about number of patterns, multiplicity 
of patterns in the various classes, mean values of 
features are necessary and the condition of semi 
definition covariance matrix must be valid. Bayes 
classifier in the case did not classify the data when 
some of the mentioned conditions were absent. 
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